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	Beginning EJB 3 Application Development: From Novice to Professional, 9781590596715 (1590596714), Apress, 2006
EJB 3.0 has made huge advances in ease of development, and its drastically simplified programming model has been widely acclaimed. Targeted at Java and J2EE developers both with and without prior EJB experience, Beginning EJB 3 Application Development takes readers through the details of the EJB 3.0 architecture, and shows how EJB can be used to develop powerful, standards-based backend business logic. With 12 years of combined EJB experience, the authors offer many practical insights into the entire EJB architecture and cover all areas of the EJB 3.0 specification, including

	Complete exploration of all types of beans, from session beans to message-driven beans and entity beans
	A deep look at the new EJB 3 persistence and object-relational mapping mechanisms
	Application client integration
	Testing inside and outside the EJB container
	Comprehensive sample application with integrated EJB components
	Upgrade headaches--common issues encountered when migrating from EJB 2.1 to EJB 3.0


With Java and SQL under your belt, this book will teach you EJB 3 from the ground up. It provides a complete and practical roadmap to EJB 3 architecture and programming. And it covers upgrade issues that you'll encounter when migrating from EJB 2.1 to EJB 3.0, so it's highly relevant if you're already an EJB developer.
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Advanced Java NetworkingPrentice Hall, 1997
Advanced Java Networking gives the reader a well-rounded and fairly detailed introduction to Java networking technologies. The subjects Sridharan covers sound like a seminar list from a software development conference: IDL/CORBA, RMI, JDBC/SQL, JavaBeans, Castanet, JMAPI, servlets, and JavaOS, to name a few. But this isn't a dilettantish...

		

The Future of Mobile Communications: Awaiting the Third GenerationPalgrave Macmillan, 2002
The aim of this book is to investigate the prospects for mobile communications in the new millennium. In effect, this boils down to a key issue: Will the so-called third generation of mobile (alternatively, wireless or cellular) technology turn out to be a success or a failure? This is no minor issue since telecommunications is one of the...

		

Cyber Crime Investigator's Field Guide, Second EditionAuerbach Publications, 2004
In the past 30 years, growth in the area of data communications has been phenomenal, to say the least. During the Vietnam War, one of my duty stations was on an island in the China Sea. I was part of a signal intelligence group, intercepting and decoding wartime communications traffic. We did our best to decode and analyze the information we...




	

The Wiley Handbook of Learning Technology (Wiley Handbooks in Education)John Wiley & Sons, 2016

	The Wiley Handbook of Learning Technology is an authoritative and up-to-date survey of the fast-growing field of learning technology, from its foundational theories and practices to its challenges, trends, and future developments.

	
		Offers an examination of learning technology that is equal parts theoretical and...



		

SharePoint Designer Tutorial: Working with SharePoint WebsitesPackt Publishing, 2008
SharePoint is a web-based collaboration and document management platform from Microsoft. Microsoft Office SharePoint Designer (SPD) is a WYSIWYG HTML editor and web design program, which has replaced FrontPage, and is the ideal environment for working with pages on a SharePoint site.

This book is ideal for people new to SharePoint...

		

Broadband Local Loops for High-Speed Internet Access (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
If you are a an engineer working for a telecommunications carrier or Internet service provider, or a manufacturer or student interested in communication technology and digital communications, this comprehensive overview of broadband access technologies is essential reading for you. The book offers you an in-depth understanding of unbundling for...
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